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Luther Partners with Legal Data Intelligence 

Start-up EisphorIA 

Luxembourg - Luther in Luxembourg has partnered with Belgian legal-tech 

start-up EisphorIA, whose aim is to enable lawyers to save time in searching 

through textual data by deploying state-of-the-art artificial intelligence (AI) 

algorithms. 

EisphorIA implemented a very efficient library on publicly available 

Luxembourg case law, that allows Luther to rapidly, accurately, and 

exhaustively search and review judgements. Indeed, EisphorIA’s modern and 

multilingual contextual research solution assists lawyers in rapidly finding 

critical information to answer the most demanding and multiple client 

requests.  

“EisphorIA is a real ally to the legal profession”, says Marie-Louise Peretti, 

Head of Knowledge Management at Luther in Luxembourg,  “this research 

tool combines pragmatism and efficiency and definitely allows lawyers to 

carry out a quick and complete legal research of authorized public websites, 

while ensuring the relevance of the proposed documents. A real time-saver 

and legal security, we are delighted to be able to offer our clients this new 

approach to legal research.” 

Luther is using EisphorIA’s innovative legal search tool to optimize its 

research methodology to the benefit of its clients as well as to actively support 

EisphorIA in developing its future Luxembourg Data Hub service, which 

allows lawyers to easily access publicly available Luxembourg legal 

knowledge banks. 

Edouard d'Oreye, CEO of EisphorIA states: “We are delighted to collaborate 

with Luther, our first client on the Luxembourg market.  We have built with 
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them a very close and constructive relationship that has helped us gain a 

better understanding of the Luxembourg market specificities and with whom 

we will further deploy and customize our solution in the future. We are here 

to assist lawyers in their work.  We know how sometimes it can be laborious 

to find the right information, especially when you need to pass from one 

source to another and understand each time how to search for information. 

We reversed the situation: we provide our customers a highly efficient, 

collaborative, and flexible search experience and together we define which 

data sets are useful to investigate in an uniform manner." 

Brief Profile Luther 

Luther is a leading German commercial law firm that offers comprehensive legal and tax 

services. The full-service law firm employs over 420 lawyers and tax advisors and is 

represented in 10 German economic hubs as well as with 10 of its own international offices in 

key investment locations and financial centres in Europe and Asia. Our clients are medium-

sized enterprises and large corporations, as well as the public sector. 

Located in the European Union´s premier financial center, Luther in Luxembourg (Luther S.A.) 

offers comprehensive legal advisory solutions to multinational corporations, investment funds, 

private equity and financial institutions.  

Luther works closely with other commercial law firms in all the prevailing jurisdictions 

worldwide. On the Continent, Luther is part of a group of independent leading law firms who 

have worked together for many years on joint cross-border projects. 

Luther is a law firm with a business approach: our innovative awareness aspires us to provide 

our clients with customised legal advice that addresses individual needs and delivers the 

greatest possible economic benefit. Our lawyers and tax advisors have a solid understanding 

of interdisciplinary matters and a wealth of experience in collaborating on complex tasks. 

Further information is available at: www.luther-lawfirm.lu 
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